
Chapter 9

Research as Personal Process

Peter Reason and Judi Marshall
University of Bath

Why do we get into research?

Why do people get involved in projects and dissertations? Why do students
pursue masters' degrees and doctorates? Why is research such an important part
of a university's education process?

If we examine these questions carefully we can see a number of different
kinds of answers. An orthodox answer is that the purpose of research is to make
a contribution to the fund of knowledge in a particular field: in this sense,
research ts for tbem, for the community of scholars of which the researcher is a
member or potential member. But this essentially positivist view has been
increasingly criticized in recent years, and a second answer has been suggested
by those concerned to develop the 'new paradigm' of cooperative experiential
enquiry (Reason and Rowan, 1981). From this perspective, research is for us: it
is a cooperative endeavour which enables a community of people to make sense
of and act effectively in their world.

We wish here to explore a third and somewhat neglecred answer ro the
question: research can also be for me. The motivation to do research is personal
and often expresses needs for personal development, change and learning. So we
must look at academic research as an educative process, and at the enormous
potential it holds for personal growth. In this chapter we will consider some of
the dimensions of personal development, and illustrate these with examples
from the experience of our research students as they have pursued their
enquiries. we will also outline how supervision can facilitate this process. But
first, we must look a little more carefully at the enquiry process and at the
nature of knowledge.

Enquiry and knowing

All good research is for me, f-or us and for tbem: it speaks to three audiences,
and contributes to each of these three areas of knowing. It is for tbem to the
extent that it produces some kind of generalizable ideas and outcomes which
el ici t  the response'That 's interesting! ' from those who are concerned to under-
stand a similar f ield (Davis, l97l). l t  is for us to rhe exrenr that i t  responds to
concerns of our praxis, is relevant and timely, and so produces the response
'That works! ' from those who are struggl ing with problems in their f ield of
action. lt is for me to the extent that the process and outcomes respond directly
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Appreciating Adults Learning : From tb e Learners' pers pe c titse

perspectives: firstly, from an existential perspective as the here-and-now struggle
with one's being-in-the-world; secondly, from a psychodynamic perspeciive
which views current patterns of experience and behaviour as rooied in un-
resolved distress from earlier (often childhood) experiences; and thirdly, from
a transpersonal perspective which views individual experience as a reflection of
archetypal patterns of the collective unconscious.

From the existential perspective we rake as our prime concern the individual's
cuTent being-in-the-world. sartre asserted that 'Existence precedes essence': an
individual's being is affirmed by and arises our of his or her choices, so that in
the extreme, we are our choices. A more moderate existential position asserts:

There is no such thing as rrurh or reality for a living human being except as he
participates in it, is conscious of it, has some relationship to it. 

- 
(May, 1961)

Existentially, we view individuals as 'thrown' into the world, confronted with a
set of issues - problems or life opportunities - wirh which they have to deal
and creating their life through rhe choices they make in the face of these issues.
A central existentialist concern is the relation of being to non-being: the
individual's sense of being is enhanced by the courage of his or her choice-
making in the face of a world which is in the end unrinowable and unpredict-
able, while non-being is a consequence of avoiding such choices.

So people come ro research with their life issues, with the opportunities
offered to them by their gender, class, age, race, employ-.rrt rt"trrr,-and so on;
with the need to deal with relationships in various states of development and
decay; and confronred by birth, death, and illness. often they come to the
university as a kind of retreat, with a need to take stock and make sense of
their life and experience so far.

Life can be seen as a series of commitments ro certain ways of being. we
make a choice, and live out that choice more or less completely. yet there
comes a time when we turn against the old ways of being, when our existing
life pattern seems inadequate, when we need to affirm and develop otherl
neglected sides of our being, and make new choices. Levinson (lg7g) sees life
as moving through seasons, consisting of 'a series of alternating stable (struc-
ture-building) and transitional (structure-changing) periods'. It is often these
tasks and choices of transition that people bring to a research project.

- 
A psychodynamic perspective complements the existential by poinring out

that many of the limitations on being here-and-now have their'roots in child-
hood experience:

The theory here is that people in our sort of society carry around a good deal of
unresolved distress - grief, fear, anger - from past experiince, especially from the
very beginnings of life and from childhood; and that there is a tendencv for this to
be projected out unawarely into all sorts of present situations, distorting perception
of a situation and/or behaviour within it . . .

Let's look a bit more closely at how this distortion process might work. If as a child
I want to_express my real nature, my true serf, and this urge is repeatedly inter-
rupted and interfered with, I feel the distress of grief, fear and angir. If I am arso
constrained to suppress these valid distress feelings, then I am conditioned to become
false to my real self - and ro erect a false and alienated self with which I identify.
I then become addicted to projecting on to rhe world the anxiety of my deniid
distress, seeing the world as a negative, threatening place which theiefore ,.irrfor".,
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Appre ciating Adults Le arning, From tbe Learners, perspect iae

fully - authentically and passionately - to the demands our life praces upon us,
or choose a more constrained and limited existence. Enquiry in this sense is not
a retreat into an ivory tower, but a way of being. To borrow Torbert's phrase, a
person must 'undergo a to-him unimaginable scale of self-development' (19g1)
to ful ly engage in human enquiry.

A third perspective through which we can view human development is the
transpersonal. Here we see the life process as a movement up through levels of
consciousness - through consciousness of body, emotions, and mind, the
emergence of ego and personality, to the development of intuition and the
discovery of the self. As Maslow (1968), among others, pointed out, the dis-
covery o{ the self in the peak experience is also a realization of the unity of all
things; and so the experience of the self is also an experience of the colrective.

The self may be approached through the imaginal world (Hillman, 1975;
Avens, 1980); it may be seen as a reflecrion of different archetypal patrerns -'primordial psychic processes transformed into images, where-consciousness
can grasp them' (Hampden-Turner, 1981). Imaginal work 'eschews causal con-
nections', which it sees as 'literalisms which may trap the psyche' (Hillman,
1985). Rather, ir works through multiple imaginal perspectives, different
matrices, metaphors and myths to view, deepen and interconnect. As Hillman
(I97 5) says, the task of imaginal psychology is soul-making.

It is importanr to honour this way of working and to be open ro a variety of
patterns through which imaginal knowing can emerge and take shape. we might
use the I ching, the Tarot, astrology, myths, stories of gods and goddesses, fairy
tales, and so on. Much of the enquiry with which we have been associated has
raised issues of masculinity and femininity: stories such as Tbe Descent to tbe
Goddess (Perera, 1981), Eros and psyche, The Grai l  Myth (Johnson, 1974),
and whitmont's (1983) four images of the feminine principle have been helpful
and enriching.

Among the images of the self archetype, which may also be seen as expressing
different visions of enquiry, are,

The hero-king - expression of the will ro power.
The priest-healer - expression of the will to expand consciousness, to love.
to heal.
The philosopher-metaphysician - expression of the will to know.
The scientist - expression of the will to rrurh.
The magician - expression of the will to manifest.
The idealist - expression of the will to perfection (both saint and inquisitor).
The artist - expression of the will to harmony and the crearion of beauty.

Thus from this perspecrive we can see the enquiry process as parr of the dis-
covery and realization of the self in one of its archetypal forms, and as such is
an expression of the collecrive unconscious. The task then becomes rhar of
exploring the images of the archetype arising in the researcher's unconscious -
for example, in dreams and fantasy - and active imagination (Hannah, 19g1),
and manifesting them through the enquiry process. The imponance of the
transpersonal process lies not in the 'correctness' of its imagery, but in the
challenge it throws out ro the materialistic and rational world in which we live.
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Apprecidting Adults Learning, From tbe Le arners' perspe ctiue

onwards so fast, making me question things to such an extent that I do occasion_
ally panic and pull back. The questioning of relationships in work and in my
personal life seems so intertwined that it's quite threatening, quite hard to face.

For example, although I'm researching from a developing feminist perspective,
I'm very anxious to do that alongside men. I don't want io take a women-only
view. That also keys in with reluctance to let go of dependence on the man in my
life. Lots of the answers, lots of the things that theoietically I'm considering are
ones that I'm reluctanr to apply to my personal life - such as the idea of doing
your own thing. Being independent has been one of the key issues of difficulty
between John and myself, and we really didn't handle it weli back home.

- This year has involved so much personal growth that I feel I should have done
by the age of 21 (and I 'm 34). I 've got a whole lot of catching up to do, and
that's painful because it makes me realize that a lot of difficulties are personal,
personal to me in that I've got to go through them. But I'm also very anxious to
keep a hold of my idea of a group or sysrem approach, so that I  don't  run off
and do my individual thing. I still have this commitment to doing something
which is for others as well, that will have an effect.

As all this happens to me I feel that I am teetering on the eclge of various
social and ideological groups, not really belonging anywhere iery clearly,
feeling alone. And because all this questioning leaves one very exposed it's very
difficult to proceed with a calm, rational research orienration when there is
so much awareness of personal feelings and bias. The one thing I've managed
to keep hold of is that I don't see this as wrong. It is a .r...rr"ry process ro go
through, but at the same rime it's pretty disabling, at least for spelis.

All these questions were there before, but they have always been very
suppressed. Now it  comes too close. For years i t 's come close on al l  sorts of
issues and I've allowed myself to be diverted to the more immediately obvious
next thing to do - there has always been a demand that has not al iowed me
to explore.

I suppose at some deep level I've learned not to pay attention to my own
needs. I learned it where everybody does, in the family. i'm fairly new ro raising
these sorts of issues. I 've been a person who has been very much in control.
I've been quite resistant to exploring, because I equated exploring to people
being off their heads and out of control. I've come to realize that there's a
whole area of me that I've not explored and need to explore before r progress
any further as a person. That progression as a person "ff."s my progression
as a researcher and my ability to recognize and facilitate similar explorations
in other people. That 's where I am now.

Marsba

It was important for me to leave the company I was in because of some personal
feedback that I got. I learned rhat I had behaved in ways that I didn't think I
ever would. This feedback didn't match my self-concept; it really jarred me.
what was I doing in an organization where I was having to b. "notl"r person
from who I felt I was?

I thought of myself as a very participatory manager. But the feedback was
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much more than the here-and-now, it's about social imagination or the imaginal
in general. So through my exploration of traditional literature, I've resred myself
against a more acknowledged way of doing research, but I've also delved into
philosophy, religion and different aspecrs that are not acknowledged to be
research.

It's been abour something that makes me cringe a bit, and yet I've dealt with
it. It was quite a big issue for me, the spirirual side of human beings. coming
from my education, my rejection of a certain way of being presented with
religion, I needed to find a model that could express spirituality of human
beings. There is a side of spirituality which, for me, is completely diiferent from
all accepted religions. There is much more to human beings than consciousness,
and the ego and all these different norions that help you deal with the world.

Beyond that there is the soul, the spiritual, the imaginal, the archetypal which
expresses another side of our humanity. It's very difficult to research into
because there are no criteria for what is valid in ihis type of research, excepr
for going through the process oneself.

I got into rhese issues through studying the female, the feminine. Rather than
just review the literature I had to assess whar it meant to me, challenging myself
to find out what my own experience of being female was all abour. I discovered
enornous resistance to certain aspecrs of the female which I had denied myself,
being brought up in a very strong male culture. I used to think that it was great
that I had been educated like a man, but now I'm nor sure that it's such a good
thing. There are lors of areas and potentials which I discovered through re-
searching into the female which I had sort of resisted as being . . . soft, and these
started to make sense and enrich whaf I was reading and writing about.

This process of discovery requires surrendering to the spiritual aspect of the
felale principle. It was an experience of freedom, a realization thaieverything
I'd done had been determined by myself, that I could liberate myself from ai
the limitations I put on myself. And the feminine principle, which is all-
encompassing and chaotic and rich and fertile, has liberated me from all these
restrictions of experience.

I can't  describe a process which has essential ly been emotional, i rrat ional;
it's very difficult to pur into words that are immediatety going ro make sense.
It's just, I suppose, a peak experience, suddenly realizing. A surrender, and yet
at the same time, giving up a certain passivity, because thinking that the rimit-
ations you find in your life are created by yourself allows you to take charge of
all these aspects, as opposed to thinking that you are influenced by your past,
which I also believe, but yet you can go beyond that.

The experience was very simple. One night I was thinking on my own, and
all of a sudden it just dawned on me. I wasn'r in an especially beautiful place,
just sitting at home, nor even working, just allowing my mind'to wander fieely,
and al l  of a sudden I had this great big'wow!'experience, I  am free, I  can be
in charge. Ir was as simple and as difficult as rhar.

The peak experience emerged from struggles, from long quite depressing
struggles. And yet there was this process of surrendering; I couldn't resist any
longer, I had to let go and see what happened. And that was very rewarding,
to discover that there was somerhing very freeing behind it instead of something
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experiences there that there was no way I could carry on in a mode of being a
researcher in my own life. To a certain extent I had been able to use being a
researcher as a defence against experience - I do that in life anyway, I dis-
associate through insight about my own life. The Sufi community made im-
possible that mode of being. There was no safe ground from which to watch,
and at that point there was a breaking down of my internal self doing research
on self.

I'm trying to catch how that makes a difference to the way I do research . . .
Having gone through that experience and written about it, I found something
cleared in me. After that the PhD was no longer such a struggle at a deep level:
it was still difficult, but the whole anxiety of having been caught somewhere
and of having to prove something, somehow eased. I think it was that I was
choosing to do the PhD from a different place. euite fundamentally. This is
paradoxical, because while that experience broke down my pattern of
disassociation, I found I could be more disassociated from the thesis. I could
say, 'This is a task that has to be done; it is no longer something with which
my identity is tied up.' I could say, 'Yes, this part of me needs to get it done,
and I can be oK about that.'where I am locating myself is slightly different.

I feel some anxiety about the viva, but I also find it quite humorous. I don't
feel my whole being is on the line. Yes, it would be bloody annoying if I had to
rewrite a couple of chapters - like getting a parking ticket. But I don't really
feel an enorrnous anxiety about it.

The supervision process

How can we as research supervisors help and respond to these developmental
processes? Typically, research supervisors adopt one or more of several differ-
ent stances towards the student. They can be the experienced guide or mentor
who has seen the process many times and can give advice; they may be expert in
the topic area, someone whose ideas need to be referred to; or they may be the
students' friend, or their advocate in the wider system of the university and
research community. Our interest here is in the supervisor as process facilitator,
and it is this we will elaborate on in this secrion_

Of course, we are very aware of the many negative and degenerate images
of supervision: there is neglect and abdication, where the supervisor is simply
unavailable physically, intellectually and emotionally; there are the experr-
turned-tyrants, who use students as research fodder to do their own projects,
or who bully the student to do research in a particular way. And there are the
fools, who are simply incompetent but are supervising research because the
system demands it of them. These situations sadden us: the supervisors fail to
grasp the possibilities of research as an educative process in the fullest sense
of that term.

If we turn to explore the stance of supervisors as process facilitators, we can
see that they need to take a particular attitude. Rather than focus on the
content of the research, they must pay most artention to the student's intellec-
tual and emotional process: honouring of process is important and significant
in its own right, whatever the supervisor actually does. This means following
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intense feelings and so challenge the supervisor's own emotional competence.
Cathartic interventions can degenerate by the supervisor attempting to go too
deep too quickly; raising issues which neither is competent to deal with in that
forum; or raising issues and quickly shutting down, leaving the student with the
unresolved and unexpressed emotional debris.

Catalytic, or structuring, interventions provide a framework within which
an issue can be addressed. The supervisor might ask the student to write a piece
in a particular form, that form being chosen to address an underlying dilemma.
Students who appear over-concerned rvith what they don't know and about how
to write perfectly have been asked to write what they do know about a topic
area, or to produce a piece which is labelled 'draft'. 'Two chair' techniques
have been borrowed from gestalt therapy, where the student is invited to
dialogue in the supervision session between apparently conflicting needs in
relation to the research. structuring interventions degenerate when they are used
to protect both supervisor and student from those chaotic aspects of enquiry
from which creativity often springs.

Supportiae interventions are those which contain and provide a boundary
for the research process; overall, they assure the student of the supervisor's care
and attention, but more specifically may involve active support. Examples of
this are encouraging a student to accepr and live with the depression of being
stuck; giving time and permission for a direction a srudent is taking which
seems tangential to the main research thrust; being alongside and empathizing
at times of anxiety, so that the student can work constructively on the issues
rather than being swamped by them; and so on. In our work an important
supportive strategy has been to form and help develop an effective and caring
enquiry group of studenrs and staff. On the other hand, supportive inter-
ventions can degenerate into a 'cotton-wool' culture in which there is no
challenge, and difficult issues are avoided.

A key skill in all this is knowing when and how to move from one kind of
intervention to another. confronting interventions, if effective, often need to be
followed by support; strucrures may be useful a while, and must rhen be left
behind; tears may need to be followed by constructive problem solving. If the
need for supportive interventions continues too long, this may indicate that
student and supervisor are colluding to avoid issues which require confront-
ation. And it is important to know the limits of the supervisor's role, what
can appropriately be worked through within the research context, and what
may need addressing in a more overrly psychotherapeutic relationship.

We would note in passing that while these process issues are central to super-
vision, they do at times clash with the demands of the academic system in two
major ways. Firstly, timescales may tre out of joint so that students require
more time to explore an issue for themselves than the academic system allows.
Secondly, there are the issues of standards: not only the gross one of whether
the work is good enough for a research degree, but also by what srandards
a personal product should be judged, and how science, art and personal growrh
should be dif ferentiated-
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